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RELEASE DATE
11TH NOVEMBER 2013

Label: Aum Fidelity
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AUM080/87
Barcode: 642623308028
Price: Mid price
Format: 8 CD
Packaging: box set
William Parker: bass+, compositions (all CDs)
Hamid Drake: drums (all CDs)
Rob Brown: alto sax (all CDs)
Lewis Barnes: trumpet (all CDs)
Billy Bang: violin (CD5)
Bobby Bradford: cornet (CD5)
James Spaulding: alto sax (CD5)
AMR Ensemble (CD6)
Eri Yamamoto: piano (CD7)
Leena Conquest: vocals (CD7)
Cooper-Moore: piano (CD8)

Wood Flute Songs
Anthology / Live 2006-2012
WILLIAM PARKER

AUM Fidelity releases Wood Flute Songs: Anthology / Live 2006-2012, an 8CD box set of all previously unissued
recordings by world-renowned bassist-composer-bandleader William Parker, a 2013 recipient of the Doris Duke
Foundation’s Artist Award.  Parker is a wonderfully prolific composer, and over half of the compositions will make their
debut on record here as well, including CDs 6, 7, 8 which feature entirely new work.  The deluxe 8CD box contains nine
hours of music captured in high fidelity, and a 24pg. booklet with extensive notes and key images.  It is printed in a
limited edition of 1500 copies. 

The William Parker Quartet w/ Hamid Drake, Rob Brown, Lewis Barnes is at the center of this box, featured in both core
& expanded form with Billy Bang, Bobby Bradford, James Spaulding; Cooper-Moore; Eri Yamamoto, Leena Conquest
and the AMR Ensemble (Geneva).
 
Each of these concerts are astonishing new albums on their own.  The release / presentation of them all together here –
with the depth, breadth, and vitality of compositions, arrangements, and musicality on such full display – is nothing short
of monumental.

CD1 – Quartet – Live At Yoshi’s 2006  (1st Set)
CD2 – Quartet – Live At Yoshi’s 2006  (2nd Set)
CD3 – Quartet – Live In Houston 2007  (1st Set)
CD4 – Quartet – Live in Houston 2007  (2nd Set)
CD5 – Septet – Light Cottage Draped In A Curtain Of Blues  (NYC, Vision Festival 2009)
CD6 – AMR Ensemble – Creation  (Geneva, AMR Jazz Festival 2011)
CD7 – Raining On The Moon – Friday Afternoon  (Montreal, Suoni Per Il Popolo Festival 2012)
CD8 – In Order To Survive – Kalaparusha On The Edge Of The Horizon  (NYC, Vision Festival 2012)



RELEASE DATE
11TH NOVEMBER 2013

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music / France
Catalogue No: 5742288/99
Barcode: 3149024228858
Price: Budget price
Format: 12 CD

Les Chansons de Paris
VARIOUS ARTISTS

Paris is well worth a mass, said Henri IV in 1593, and countless were those who, feeling that Paris was worth a song or
two, did their best to celebrate the most beautiful city in the world. Troubadours, poets, prose-writers, composers,
revolutionaries, cabaret singers and singer-songwriters, both from France and abroad, outdid each other in terms of
imagination and poetry in order to bestow upon Paris the greatest ‘song book’ ever written worldwide for the sake of a
city.

Nothing escaped the impassioned pen of her partisans: neither her failings not her virtues, neither her customs nor her
inhabitants, neither her splendours nor her seediness. From Paris je t’aime d’amour sung by Maurice Chevalier to Léo
Ferré’s disillusioned Paris je ne t’aime plus, from Cole Porter’s I love Paris as sung by Frank Sinatra to Vernon Duke’s
April in Paris as sung by Billie Holiday, 320 tracks are included here, making up the largest anthology ever devoted to the
City of Light, a tribute to her international influence.

Divided into 12 chapters, our compilation provides a very comprehensive overview of the rich variety of songs which
make up this seemingly inexhaustible repertoire…



RELEASE DATE
11TH NOVEMBER 2013

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music / France
Catalogue No: 2742286/87
Barcode: 3149024228629
Price: Budget price
Format: 2 CD

Les Chansons de Paris
VARIOUS ARTISTS

Paris is well worth a mass said Henri IV in 1593. Countless were those who, feeling that Paris was worth a song or two,
did their best to celebrate the most beautiful city in the world. Troubadours, poets, prose-writers, composers,
revolutionaries, cabaret singers and singer-songwriters, both from France and abroad, outdid each other in terms of
imagination and poetry in order to bestow upon Paris the greatest ‘song book’ ever written in the whole world for the sake
of a city.

This collection brings together 52 tracks of major importance drawn from the 12 CD box set of the same name, proof of
the rich variety of songs which make up this seemingly inexhaustible repertoire…



RELEASE DATE
11TH NOVEMBER 2013

Label: World Village
File Under: World music / France/Iran
Catalogue No: 479083
Barcode: 3149026008823
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Kevin Siddiki - guitar & percussion
Bijan Chemirani - zarb & percussion

Imaginarium
KEVIN SIDDIKI & BIJAN CHEMIRANI

The music of Imaginarium evokes a fragrant and ornamental world that transports us far from reality. Memories of
childhood and far-off encounters illuminate the dialogue between Kevin Seddiki and Bijan Chemirani, gracefully weaving
a colorful tapestry of sensations that stimulates the imagination.

Siddiki is a French guitarist with a talent that allows him to flit between world, jazz and classical, and to be perfectly at
home in each. His work includes collaborations with Al Di Meola, Paolo Pandolfo, Dino Saluzzi, Yasmine Hamdan and
many more. For this new project Siddiki joins forces with the equally eclectic Iranian zarb (goblet drum) maestro, Bijan
Chemirani.  

Track listing:
1 	Schumannsko 	4'12 	 
2 	Bamako 	4'52 	 
3 	Sar Andjam 	3'16 	 
4 	La Boheme 	4'13 	 
5 	On Saturn's Rings 	3'50 	 
6 	Azur 	5'32 	 
7 	Dar e Abi 	5'13 	 
8 	Bazi 	3'12 	 
9 	A La Belle Etoile 	3'48 	 
10 	19 Bridges 	4'07 	 
11 	Cochichando 	3'55 	 
12 	Orient Express 	4'13 	 
13 	Sanama 	4'18



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT6002-1
Barcode: 614427600219
Price: Full price
Format: 4 LP
Esbjorn Svensson - piano
Dan Berglund - bass
Magnus Ostrom - drums

Live In Hamburg 4LP
e.s.t.

e.s.t.´s concerts are legendary and have won the band fans worldwide also outside the jazz field. This sold out concert in
Hamburg on November 22, 2006 took place towards the end of the German leg of the Tuesday Wonderland world tour.
Altogether the band performed more than 100 shows in 24 countries to an audience of well above 200,000 people during
that tour.

The “Jazz album of the decade 2000 – 2010” (The Times) is now available on vinyl in a 4 LP Collector’s Edition,
remastered and including a 12 page Vinyl-size booklet (with photos by star photographer Jim Rakete).

"As the final concert of the Tuesday Wonderland tour came to a close, I felt that I had experienced the absolute best
e.s.t. concert ever...When I received the recording it was clear that I had not deceived myself: e.s.t. had made history that
evening." Siggi Loch

Track listing:
LP 1
A tuesday wonderland 13:12
B the rube thing 14:23
LP 2
A where we used to live 08:33
   eighthundred streets by feet 09:35
B definition of a dog 18:37
LP 3
A the goldhearted miner 07:03
B dolores in a shoestand 17:39
LP 4
A sipping on the solid ground 07:59
   goldwrap 06:15
B behind the yashmak 15:32



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9561-2
Barcode: 614427956125
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Geir Lysne - saxophones, flutes, jews harp,
voice, keys, ballaphone, kalimba, programming,
percussion / Reidar Skår - keys, prog. / Eckhard
Baur - trumpet, flugelhorn, voice / Gjermund
Silset - bass / Olav Torget - guitars / Knut
Aalefjær - drums, perc.
Guests:
Nguyên Lê - electric guitar (track 4) / Helge
Sunde - trombone (1,4,6) / Huong Thanh -
vocals (4) / Solo Cissoko - vocals, kora (7) /
Audun Erlien - bass (3) / Peter Baden -
percussion, electronics (1,4) / Helge Norbakken
- percussion (2,7) / Renate Alsing - marimba (7)

New Circle
GEIR LYSNE

Around 15 years ago, a new generation of jazzers set out to find new ways of escaping the rigidity of post-bop and jazz
fusion. Young musicians, especially in Scandinavia, tore down genre borders and borrowed from their own folk music,
rock and pop. Geir Lysne's redefinition of the big band concept was and is hardly any less revolutionary.

Lysne taught the jazz orchestra an entirely new richness of timbres on three ACT albums. With unaccustomed
instrumentations using flutes, percussion, laptop and instrumentally employed voices, and most of all with extensive
recourse to world music contexts, a new "Nordic" and unmistakable kind of melodious stereophony and dynamism
resulted for the big ensemble.

 Although the foundation is only five acoustic instrumentalists, "New Circle" sounds almost no less orchestral than the
earlier albums. The key element here is Reidar Skar, a "true master of the computer," as Lysne says. Skar formed this
"electro-acoustic recomposition production" (Lysne) with his alienations and innovative computer sounds, without
infringing on the artistic integrity of Lysne's orchestrations, subtleties, double entendres, his predilection for folk singers,
ethnic grooves, strong melodies and soundscapes.

Track listing:
1. 	Please Welcome! 	8'22 	 
2. 	Sakn 	6'46 	 
3. 	Kaa Is Back In Town 	8'05 	 
4. 	A Million Stars 	11'40 	 
5. 	22 	5'15 	 
6. 	Amana Na Nunga 	8'11 	 
7. 	Alwilly 	6'24



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9727-2
Barcode: 614427972729
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Viktoria Tolstoy - vocals
Jakob Karlzon - Steinway grand piano,
pump organ, celesta, Fender Rhodes

Special Guest on Send One Your Love:
Jocke Bergström - vocals

A Moment of Now
VIKTORIA TOLSTOY & JACOB KARLZON

Though there are many beautiful singing voices in jazz today, Viktoria Tolstoy is one of a kind; she makes happiness
sound fragile and threatened, and bitterness sweet and enchanting. She has framed and perfected this art on a
conceptual level since becoming an ACT artist in 2003, whether concentrating on material from Esbjörn Svensson –
whose e.s.t. began to some extent as her accompanying trio – or, most recently, on Herbie Hancock, classical originals,
Swedish standards or repertoire from Russia, the home of her ancestors.

Her latest album "A Moment Of Now" is her most frank recording yet – for one simple reason: "Jacob [Karlzon] and I are
the concept this time," says Viktoria. Indeed it is an intimate album by the duo that focuses on their musical partnership.
Karlzon has been Tolstoy's trusted companion on her band projects for almost 15 years now.

Their style depends on melodies like a fish depends on water, and 14 of the best are brought together on "A Moment Of
Now". From Fauré to Stevie Wonder, Genesis and Phil Collins, Joe Zawinul to Alanis Morrissette. The ease with which
Viktoria Tolstoy and Jacob Karlzon can change the fundamental character of songs that otherwise seem to be set in
stone is quite spectacular. 

1 	I Can Let Go Now 	4'47 	 
2 	Deep River 	4'58 	 
3 	Red Rain 	5'05 	 
4 	A Moment of Now 	4'14 	 
5 	Against All Odds 	4'26 	 
6 	Hand in my Pocket 	3'37 	 
7 	Taking It All Too Hard 	2'48 	 
8 	Lessons in Love 	5'34 	 
9 	Shadow and Light 	5'30 	 
10 	Satisfied 	4'43 	 
11 	I Concentrate On You 	5'37 	 
12 	Scent of Snow 	4'24 	 
13 	Send One Your Love 	4'34 	 
14 	Northern Star 	3'45



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Ogun Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: OGCD041
Barcode: 5020675572386
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Harry Miller - bass 
Louis Moholo-Moholo - drums
Chris McGregor - piano 
Keith Tippett - piano
Mike Osborne - alto sax 
Mark Charig - trumpet
Nick Evans - trombone 
Malcolm Griffiths - trombone
(collective personnel)

Different Times, Different Places
HARRY MILLER

Virtuoso South African bassist Harry Miller forged his reputation on the British jazz scene working alongside Mike
Westbrook, Bob Downes, John Stevens and fellow exiled South Africans Chris McGregor, Dudu Pukwana and Louis
Moholo-Moholo. As his reputation spread, Miller worked increasingly on mainland Europe with the likes of Peter
Brötzmann, Misha Mengelberg and Willem Breuker. 

“Different Times, Different Places”, which follows up on the 1999 Ogun release “Harry Miller - The Collection” (now a
prized collectors’ item) celebrates Miller’s work as leader of the band Isipingo and features previously unreleased
sessions from 1973 and 1976.



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Jazz Village
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 570023
Barcode: 3149027002127
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack 
Laurent  Courthaliac - piano
Ron Carter - bass
Rodney Green - drums
Clovis Nicolas - bass (5,7,8,10)

Pannonica
LAURENT COURTHALIAC TRIO

Different stories of love, art and family(ies) co-habit in this recording which resonates like a prestigious, vintage Grand
Cru. Pianist Laurent Courthaliac pays here a wonderful tribute to be-bop and its patron muse, the baroness Pannonica
de Koeenigswarter - "Nica" - whose granddaughter Nadine designed the artwork. The repertoire mixes and mingles
Courthaliac's originals with those of jazz giants from that time, including iconic legend Thelonious Monk. The trio, led by
its pianist (sublime quality guaranteed: bassist Ron Carter performs on two thirds of the tracks), guides us through the
intricacies of an era and style that goes beyond modern and that appears to be just... eternal.

Track listing:
1. 	Nicaragua 	6'10 	 
2.	With A Song In My Heart 	5'17 	 
3. 	Nica 	6'58 	 
4. 	Thelonica 	6'32 	 
5. 	I'm A Dreamer (Aren't We All?) 	3'48 	 
6. 	Pannonica 	5'18 	 
7. 	Acinonnap 	5'08 	 
8. 	Three Wishes 	4'07 	 
9. 	Broome St. Blues 	6'16 	 
10. 	If There Someone Lovelier Than You 	4'10 	 
11. 	Goodbye 	4'30



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7254
Barcode: 632375725426
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Tom Harrell - trumpet & flugelhorn
Jaleel Shaw - alto saxophone
Wayne Escoffery - tenor saxophone
Esperanza Spalding - bass & voice
Ugonna Okegwo - bass
Johnathan Blake - drums

Colors of a Dream
TOM HARRELL

After a full career which has spanned decades without a lull Tom Harrell is as busy as ever: His current band has
released five excellent albums since 2007 alone. He's so prolific that he's been writing and arranging music for other
ensembles such as Carlos Santana, the Vanguard Jazz Orchestra and others all the while.  Here he introduces a new,
two-bass project, Colors of a Dream, which supplements most of his working quintet with two new additions —
saxophonist Jaleel Shaw and bassist/singer Esperanza Spalding. 

Esperanza can be heard lending her voice to a number of Tom’s impressive compositions, sometimes using it in a such
way that it takes on the role of a instrument and also delivering a wonderfully unique version of his popular “Sail Away” in
Portuguese (”Velejar”). Colors of a Dream is perhaps Harrell’s most imaginative recording to-date, with the scoring for the
piano-less, two-bass ensemble sui generis among his work.

Track listing:
1. Tango 
2. Velejar (Sail Away)
3. Phantasy in Latin
4. State
5. Seventy
6. Blues 2013
7. Nite Life
8. Even If
9. Walkway
10. Family
11. Goin’ Out



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7257
Barcode: 632375725723
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Houston Person - tenor saxophone
John di Martino - piano
Chuck Redd - vibes
Ray Drummond - bass
Lewis Nash - drums

Nice 'n' Easy
HOUSTON PERSON

As full-bodied and comforting as home-baked apple pie” is one apt description of Houston Person's saxophone sound.  It
has also been compared to “mom's meatloaf.” Inasmuch as these similes attempt to convey the comforting,
warm-hearted and effortlessly accomplished nature of the South Carolina-born tenorman's art, they are spot-on, but it
must be remembered that Person's roots are in organ-centered R&B.  

This brings a bluesy integrity resulting from his immersion in music forever connected with Gene Ammons, Stanley
Turrentine et al., to which Person has added a burnished sophistication, an assured elegance and poise that have
rendered his recent HighNote discography an object lesson in unfussy, no-gimmicks music-making.  In addition to a
velvety, intimate ballad technique (explained by his close attention to the meaning of his songs' lyrics), Person also
possesses an ability to imbue up-tempo material with an irresistible wailing intensity, so his crowd-pleasing bluesy
numbers (where Person gets the chance to show off his considerable chops) provide welcome variety to this judiciously
balanced set.

Track listing:
1. Someday You'll Be Sorry
2. All My Tomorrows
3. Stolen Sweets
4. It's All in the Game
5. Nice 'n' Easy
6. If It's the Last Thing I Do
7. Ill Wind
8. Let's Fall in Love
9. Sweet Life
10. Bluesology



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Cristal Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CR217
Barcode: 3149028044126
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Antonio Farao - piano
Ira Coleman - bass
Jack Dejohnette - drums
Joe Lovano - tenor sax

Evan 
ANTONIO FARAO AMERICAN QUARTET

The Italian post-bop pianist has long been recognised as one of the finest jazz musicians in Europe, and has recorded an
exceptional body of work for Enja, Cam Jazz and Cristal. As Herbie Hancock said "Antonio is not only a fine pianist but
a great one.”

Evan, dedicated to Farao's son, is his most ambitious project yet, recorded in New York with a top-notch quartet including
Joe Lovano, Jack Dejohnette and Ira Coleman, with guest artist Judi Silvano singing on two tracks.

Track listing:
1. 	Another Way 	8'03 	 
2. 	Evan 	7'57 	 
3. 	So Near 	5'58 	 
4. 	Per Caso 	5'21 	 
5. 	Riflessioni 	6'24 	 
6. 	Roma Nun Fa La Stupida Stasera 	5'35 	 
7. 	Giant Steps 	7'55 	 
8. 	Tough 	4'56 	 
9. 	Two Faces 	6'08



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Plus Loin
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: PL4562
Barcode: 3760002141763
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
François Moutin - bass
Louis Moutin - drums
Manu Codjia - electric guitar
Thomas Enhco - piano
Christophe Monniot - alto saxophone

Lucky People
MOUTIN FACTORY QUINTET

Just in itself, that’s big news: François Moutin and Louis Moutin, the twins of Jazz, are coming up with a new project —
the Moutin Factory Quintet — a renewed sound and inspiration. Doing so, they are rallying around themselves three
personalities whom they’ve chosen among the strongest and most exciting of today’s scene. Between Thomas Enhco’s
incisive playing, at once poetic, Emmanuel Codjia’s lyrical style immersed in the blues and Christophe Monniot’s hint of
madness coupled with a deep melodic sense, François and Louis
Moutin take advantage of the unique strength of their twinhood and have fun catalyzing the emulsion of energies. A new
group is born.

The album Lucky People is the founding milestone of this creation. It is spilling over with this palpable happiness, which
is the trademark of Moutin brothers’ openly generous music. Their new compositions
propose melodies, grooves and ambiances that carry us from melancholy to sensuality, from anger to sadness, from an
ecstatic bliss to the physical jubilation of dance. 

Track listing:
1 	Lucky People 	06:34
2 	Dragonfly 	08:27
3 	Soul 	06:16
4 	Ornette's Medley 	05:04
5 	Relativity 	09:07
6 	Forgiveness 	08:18
7 	A Busy Day 	07:18
8 	Moving On 	05:48
9 	You'll Be Fine 	07:46
10 	Conflict 	05:12



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Plus Loin
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: PL4563
Barcode: 3760002141770
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Eli Degibri - tenor saxophone
Gadi Lehavi - piano
Barak Mori - bass
Ofri Nehemya - drums

Twelve
ELI DEGIBRI

Israeli saxophonist Eli Degibri trod the well-worn path to America to further his career as a jazz musician. Quite how far
he progressed is evident by the company he kept for his last album (released in 2010) - Brad Mehldau, Ron Carter and
Al Foster. Prior to that he played in the groups of Al Foster and Herbie Hancock.

Now back home, he is the teacher, no longer the pupil. His vibrant new recording, his sixth album, features an
astonishing 16-year old piano talent, Gadi Lehavi, and an equally adept 18-year old drummer, Ofri Nehemya. Only 35
himself, Degibri is an internationally recognised saxophonist and composer; he is invited to the major jazz festivals
worldwide, and was invited by UNESCO to participate in the first International Jazz Day in 2012.

Track listing:
1. 	Twelve 	00:04:56
2. 	The Spider 	00:04:29
3. 	Roaming Fantasy 	00:03:29
4. 	Mambo 	00:04:20
5. 	New Waltz 	00:08:11
6. 	Liora Mi Amor 	00:04:16
7. 	Old Seven 	00:04:21
8. 	The Cave 	00:07:44
9. 	The Cave 	00:05:00



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: American Jazz Classics
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AJC99074
Barcode: 8436542014335
Price: Mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Laurindo Almeida - guitar & cavaquinha
Don Fagerquist - trumpet
Bob Cooper - tenor sax
Justin Gordon - flute
Jimmy Rowles - piano & organ
Howard Roberts & Al Viola - guitar
Max Bennett - bass
Shelly Manne - drums
Milt Holland & Chico Geurrero - percussion

Viva Bossa Nova! + Ole! Bossa Nova!
LAURINDO ALMEIDA

2 LPs on 1 CD + 7 bonus tracks

ON CD FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER! This edition contains Laurindo Almeida’s complete original 1962 albums Viva
Bossa Nova! (Capitol ST-1759) and Olé! Bossa Nova! (Capitol ST-1872). The two records present the
extraordinary Brazilian guitarist in the company of American jazz stars such as Bob Cooper, Jimmy Rowles, Don
Fagerquist and Shelly Manne.

Seven songs from a previous quartet album by Almeida with alto saxophonist Bud Shank have been added here as a
bonus. Among them are three tunes composed by the guitarist. Includes comprehensive 16-page booklet.



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: American Jazz Classics
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AJC99075
Barcode: 8436542014359
Price: Mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
BENNY GOODMAN, clarinet
On all tracks, plus:
On 1, 3, 5 & 7-9: Jack Sheldon (tp), Flip Phillips
(ts), Red Norvo (vib), Murray McEachern (tb),
Jerry Dodgion (as), Russ Freeman (p), Jimmy
Wyble (g), Red Wootten (b), John Markham (d),
Maria Marshall (voc on 7-8 only).
On 2, 4 & 6: Red Norvo (vib, out on 4 & 6), Russ
Freeman (p), Jimmy Wyble (g), Red Wootten
(b), John Markham (d).

Swings Again
BENNY GOODMAN

The complete long unavailable LP, Benny Goodman Swings Again (Columbia CS8379), FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER
ON CD. It features an all-star formation of the Goodman orchestra, including Jack Sheldon, Flip Phillips, Red Norvo, and
Russ Freeman, as well as one sextet and two quintet tracks. This music was recorded with professional equipment live at
Ciro’s, in Hollywood. As a bonus, we have added seven rare tracks from the same period, including four alternate
versions of tunes from Benny Goodman Swings Again. Includes a 12-page booklet.

“This live session from Benny Goodman’s 1960 tentet finds The King of Swing catching fire a few times, particularly on
an extended version of ‘After You’ve Gone’. With a particularly strong lineup, this out-of-print LP features Benny
Goodman at his best.” (Scott
Yanow, All Music Guide)



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Enja/HW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ9207
Barcode: 767522920727
Price: Mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Aldo Romano - drums
Paolo Fresu - trumpet
Furio Di Castri - bass
Franco D'Andrea - piano

Canzoni
ALDO ROMANO QUARTET

A new reissue in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series.

Drummer Aldo Romano convened this meeting of his Italian Quartet - featuring four of the very finest Italian jazz
musicians - for this 1992 recording (made in Tokyo, curiously...) paying homage to the Italian song tradition. "The style is
laid-back throughout, with Fresu alternating between softly-intoned open and Harmon-muted sounds and the rhythm
team in perfect, tastefully balanced synch both behind him and in their own respective solo spots." Jazz Times

Track listing:
1. 	T'ho Voluto Bene 	4'34 	 
2. 	Roma Nun Fa La Stupida Stasera 	5'19 	 
3. 	Munasterio A Santa Chiara 	4'46 	 
4. 	Sapore Di Sale 	6'51 	 
5. 	Torna A Surriento 	5'50 	 
6. 	O Sole Mio 	6'09 	 
7. 	Anima E Core 	5'18 	 
8. 	Reginella 	5'22 	 
9. 	Come Prima 	4'51 	 
10. 	Senza Fine 	4'42



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Enja/HW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ9209
Barcode: 767522920925
Price: Mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Randy Weston - solo piano

Nuit Africaine
RANDY WESTON

A new reissue in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series.

First introduced to African music in the 1950s, Weston was invited to the inaugural Afro-American Festival in Nigeria in
1961, and then in 1967 the State Department sent him on a three-week tour to Africa, visiting 14 countries, after which he
settled in Morocco to live for the six years. This solo piano outing from 1975 conveys Weston's deep passion for Morocco
music.

Track listing:
1. 	Yubadee 	2'23 	 
2. 	Little Niles 	4'14 	 
3. 	Blues To Senegal 	7'47 	 
4. 	African Nite 	4'24 	 
5. 	Con Alma 	7'34 	 
6. 	C.W. Blues 	7'13 	 
7. 	Jejouka 	3'19



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Enja/HW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ9211
Barcode: 767522921120
Price: Mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Dollar Brand (Abdullah Ibrahim) - piano
Enrico Rava, Cecil Bridgewater, Charles
Sullivan - trumpets
Kiani Zawadi - trombone
Sonny Fortune, Carlos Ward, Roland
Alexander, John Stubblefield, Hamiet Bluiett -
saxes and flutes
Cecil McBee - bass
Roy Brooks - drums

African Space Program
DOLLAR BRAND / ABDULLAH IBRAHIM ORCHESTRA

A new reissue in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series.

Recorded in 1973, this is unique pan-cultural music. "Dollar Brand is skilled both as a pianist, flautist, and composer, and
now with this release of his first recording with a large group, he has revealed his talents as an arranger. Not surprisingly,
Brand has done an excellent job here." ****1/2 stars, Down Beat

Track listing:
1. Tintiyana, First Part 	7'00 	 
2. Tintiyana, Second Part 	2'37 	 
3. Jabulani - Easter Joy 	23'32



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Enja/HW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ9214
Barcode: 767522921427
Price: Mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Mal Waldron - piano
Manfred Schoof - trumpet
Steve Lacy - soprano saxophone
Isla Eckinger - bass
Allen Blairman - drums

Hard Talk
MAL WALDRON

A new reissue in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series.

This is a live set recorded in 1974 at a festival in Nurnberg, Germany. One of Waldron's more adventurous outings, the
pianist combines here with the unrestricted, cascading virtuoso play of trumpeter Manfred Schoof on the one hand, and
the introverted, linear structures of soprano saxophonist Steve Lacy on the other. 

Track listing:
1. 	Snake Out 	12'25 	 
2. 	Hard Talk 	19'14 	 
3. 	Russian Melody 	6'03 	 
4. 	Hurray For Herbie 	13'27



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Psi  
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Psi06.05
Barcode: 5030243060528
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Evan Parker - soprano & tenor saxophones
Derek Bailey - guitar
Han Bennink - percussion, etc

The Topography of the Lungs
EVAN PARKER

The Topography of the Lungs is finally available again. Considered by many to be a key recording in the history of
improvised music, it brought together three musicians who then continued to develop the genre in the intervening three
decades: EVAN PARKER, DEREK BAILEY and HAN BENNINK.

The original vinyl album was the first release on Incus, which was then issued on CD by Evan Parker on his Psi label in
2006 with over 9 minutes of extra material from the same 1970 session.

Track listing:
1. 		Titan Moon 	20:53 	
2. 		For Peter B. & Peter K. 	4:39 	
3. 		Fixed Elsewhere 	5:09 	
4. 		Dogmeat 	12:27 	
5. 		Found Elsewhere 1 	4:44 	
6. 		Found Elsewhere 2 	4:52



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EM5203
Barcode: 5030243520329
Price: Full price
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Paul Rutherford - trombone
Philipp Wachsmann - violin & electronics
Barry Guy - double bass & electronics

South on the Northern
ISKRA 1903

These two concerts recorded in south London pubs help fill an eight-year gap in the published recordings of improvising
trio Iskra 1903, between the 1983 tour heard on CHAPTER TWO and the concert heard on FRANKFURT 1991 (both
available on Emanem). They certainly show that there was no musical reason for such a gap – on the contrary, they
make this listener want more. This surely must have been one of the most musically consistent bands ever, with this
second version (in whch Philipp Wachsmann had replaced Derek Bailey) continuing the high standards set by the
original edition.

Track listing:
1 / 1 	Balham Bedford 1 	28'57 	 
1 / 2 	Balham Bedford 2 	19'22 	 
1 / 3 	Balham Bedford 3 	13'54 	 
1 / 4 	Balham Bedford 4 	14'21 	 
2 / 1 	Clapham Common Sun 1 	25'15 	 
2 / 2 	Clapham Common Sun 2 	16'02 	 
2 / 3 	Clapham Common Sun 3 	32'35

All analogue concerts recordings made in London by Philipp Wachsmann
1 / 1-4 - 1988 November 23
2 / 1-3 - 1989 April 27
Total time 151:02

All previously unissued
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Label: Pi Recordings
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Pi51
Barcode: 808713005127
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Amir ElSaffar - Trumpet
Ole Mathisen - Tenor Saxophone
John Escreet - Piano
Francois Moutin - Bass
Dan Weiss - Drums

Alchemy  
AMIR ELSAFFAR

Alchemy is the latest chapter in trumpeter Amir ElSaffar’s continuing investigation into the tonal systems of Middle
Eastern cultures within a jazz context. A recent recipient of the prestigious Doris Duke Performing Artist Award, ElSaffar
has been residing mostly in Egypt for the last year, further absorbing the musical language of that region. However,
unlike his three prior releases on Pi Recordings – Two Rivers (2007) and Inana (2011), which relied heavily on the Iraqi
maqam for their structural form and instrumentation; and Radif Suite (2009) with saxophonist Hafez Modirzadeh, which
utilized a musical system devised specifically for that group – Alchemy finds ElSaffar writing for a standard jazz quintet
with a sound distilled through his highly personal harmonic vocabulary, one that draws on microtonality and the maqam.

ElSaffar’s quintet is made up of some of the top improvising musicians in New York: John Escreet (piano) is an
innovative and adventurous pianist with six albums under his own name; Francois Moutin (bass), who plays with
unparalleled chops on his instrument, leads the Moutin Reunion Quartet; and Dan Weiss (drums), who in addition to
leading his own trio, plays with Lee Konitz, Rudresh Mahanthappa, Miguel Zenon, Dave Binney and countless others.
Tenor saxophonist Ole Mathisen – who is a master of microtonal playing – contributes beautifully controlled and
technically dazzling playing, and serves as the perfect foil to ElSaffar on the front line. Together the band tackles this
challenging music with creative aplomb.

Track listing:
Ishtarum Suite
1. Ishtarum
2. Nid Qablitum
3. Embubum - Ishtarum - Pitum
Selections from the Alchemy Suite
4. 12 Cycles
5. Quartal
6. Balad
7. Five Phases
-----
8. Athar Kurd
9. Miniature #1
10. Ending Piece



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Meta Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Meta017
Barcode: 638977101729
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Sonic Mandala
ADAM RUDOLPH & GO: ORGANIC ORCHESTRA

A suite in twelve parts of music for 33 musicians composed and improvisationally conducted by percussionist Adam
Rudolph, and released on his Meta Records label.

Following six live recordings, Sonic Mandala is the first Go: Organic Orchestra studio session. The state of the art
recording and mix were done at Bill Laswell’s studio and brought together Rudolph’s most frequent group of co-creators.
33 New York musicians played everything from the Malian hunter’s harp and bamboo trumpets to Fender Rhodes and
the Japanese noh-kan flute, forming full-bodied woodwind, brass, and string sections and layer upon layer of intriguing
world percussion. This prototypical ensemble has near equal numbers of men and women, spans three generations, and
hails from Asia, North Africa, Europe, Central, South and North America. 

“Contemplation of a Mandala returns us from the illusion of individual existence into the way of living in resonance with
the wholeness of nature. In music we can call this practice Sonic Mandala. In it we generate ostinatos of circularity that
play in a synchronized sound weaving of space and motion. Patterns become like design, thought, dialogue, and forms in
nature. These over time create momentum; an invitation to join in the shared experience of the lifted moment.” - Adam
Rudolph 



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Meta Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Meta018
Barcode: 638977101828
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Yusef Lateef - saxophones, oboe, flutes, voice,
piano
Roscoe Mitchell - saxophones, flutes,
percussion
Douglas R. Ewart - saxophones, flutes, clarinet,
didjeridoo, voice, percussion
Adam Rudolph - percussion, berber horn, piano

Voice Prints
YUSEF LATEEF / ROSCOE MITCHELL / ADAM RUDOLPH /
DOUGLAS R. EWART

This is a live recording (Minneapolis, Dec 2008) of four avant garde masters, utilising a whole host of reeds, flutes and
percussion. From Yusef Lateef's serene flute and the soft taps and tings that open Voice Prints, this music casts a spell.
While there are subsequent lightning flashes and also extended passages of energy and aggression in this concert, the
fundamental serenity of this music's setting is never violated. 

Voice Prints is a kind of tone poem, with curves of feeling that subtly change and expand as if it could be a large
composition, yet all of Voice Prints is improvised. In the long title track, textures very slowly and subtly, move from the
opening calm, spaced intensity, becoming deeper, higher, more complex. By the middle, it’s a three saxes-hand drums
improvisation. In the last eight minutes textures gather then scatter as Lateef makes stark, spacy tones. "Sound Search"
begins as a tenor-drums duet, becomes by contrast a fantastic, intense Mitchell sopranino sax statement, and concludes
in an especially lovely section of three flutes over a quiet piano. The two concluding tracks, then, are so very soft, quiet:
the spirits are united in peace. 

Tarck listing:
1. 	Voice Prints 	30'18 	 
2. 	Sound Search 	20'11 	 
3. 	Harpers Ferry 	5'14 	 
4. 	Morning Moves 	2'53



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NJ623311
Barcode: 3298496233119
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Steve Shehan - Hangs, space drum, piano,
bass, percussion
Guests:
Golshifteh Farahani - vocals, space drum
Ibrahim Maalouf - trumpet
Ugo Rabec - violin
Charlotte Castellat - cello
Didier Malherbe - duduk
Peter Herbert - basses
Charles Lucas - bass, stratospheric bass
Vladiswar Nadishana - bansuri, ney, hulusi
Baly Othmani - vocals, poetry

Hang With You
STEVE SHEHAN

The percussion wizard of the Hadouk Trio gets to grips with the Hang, this magical instrument of unexpected sounds,
whose crystalline sounds almost resemble those of a steel drum.
 
The result is breathtaking: surrounded by guests from different backgrounds such as the famous Iranian actress, and
fellow Hang afficianado, Golshifteh Farahani; Lebanese trumpeter and rising star of world jazz Ibrahim Maalouf; Hadouk
colleague Didier Malherbe; plus violinist Ugo Rabec, cellist Charlotte Castellat, and Vladiswar Nadishana, a virtuoso on
the ney and the Bansuri flute. 

Track listing:
1. YAAR
2. SMOKING GUNS
3. SORTILEGES
4. HIGH JAZZ (Intro)
5. HIGH JAZZ
6. GAMELHANG
7. ORACLE
8. LES OISEAUX NE ME DERANGENT PAS (Intro)
9. LES OISEAUX NE ME DERANGENT PAS
10. PRINCEPS
11. ANIMA MUNDI
12. WILD CENTAUREA
13. A WEEK IN IWIK
14. KITES IN KABUL
15. TOSCANTA VALTZ
16. SOLSTICE IN SILENCE
17. CAP ESTERIAS
18. MY TENERE FRIEND
19. DJANET MY HOME



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NJ623611
Barcode: 3298496236110
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Gilles Nicolas - bass, bass guitar
Benoît de Mesmay - piano
Maxime Blesin - guitars, percussion
Bruno Castelucci - drums
Guests:
Mamani Keita, Emmanuel Bex, Renato Martins,
Antoine Pierre, Olivier Louvel, Anna Paula
Fer-nandes, Afy Lomama, Olivier Temine

Either Way
From Marilyn to Ella
ANNE DUCROS

Native of the North of France, Anne Ducros began her classic training within the conservatoire of Boulogne Sur Mer with
Lyne Durian. Introduced to the vocal jazz from 1986, she soon set up her first jazz quartet with which she won various
international competitions. After six albums including four for the Dreyfus label, and ten years spent touring the world with
the greatest musicians (Chick Corea, Jacky Terrasson, Kenny Barron...), Anne releases her latest album, a tribute to
Marilyn Monroe and Ella Fitzgerald. 

Track listing:
1. You’d be surprised
2. My heart belongs to Daddy
3. Summertime
4. Spring can realy Hang you up the most
5. Either Way
6. But not for me
7. You’d be so nice to come home to
8. A fine romance
9. Thou Swell
10. I Wanna be loved by you
11. I’m through with Love
12. Diamonds are the Girl’s best friend
13. Laura
14. Dindi
15. It don’t mean a thing (if it ain't got that swing)



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Edition Distribution
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ECD201318
Barcode: 887516124884
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Aki Rissanen - piano
Robin Verheyen - tenor and soprano sax
Markku Ounaskari - drums

Aleatoric
AKI RISSANEN / ROBIN VERHEYEN / MARKKU OUNASKARI

Helsinki’s Eclipse Music, via Edition Distribution, releases ”Aleatoric”, the new album by the trio consisting of hotly-tipped
pianist Aki Rissanen, saxophone virtuoso Robin Verheyen and drummer Markku Ounaskari.

The entire album was recorded during a special, live, one-day studio session. The term aleatoric refers to composing and
making by means of chance and coincidence. And even though a lot of the material here is composed, the element of
chance defines the mood within.

Pianist Aki Rissanen is best known for his works with Verneri Pohjola on his ACT Records albums. Previous releases by
Rissanen include ”Semplice”, a duo album with Robin Verheyen (Alba, Finland 2010), ”Beautiful Anxiety” (KSJazz, USA
2009) and the solo work ”La Lumiere Noire” (Ilma/Aeon, France 2007). Robin Verheyen has received critical acclaim both
in his native Belgium and for his career in New York City. Drummer Markku Ounaskari is highly regarded all over Europe
and has recorded, among others, for the legendary label ECM under his own name.

Track listing:
1. Musica Callada, part XV / 2. New Life / 3. For P & B / 4. Bois Le Comte / 5. Beeriani / 6. Indeterminate Music, part I / 7.
Indeterminate Music, part II / 8. Aleatoric / 9. Kallavesj / 10. Mr. Nobody



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Mode Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: MODEAVANT15
Barcode: 764593101598
Price: Full price
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: digipack
Michel Portal - bass clarinet, soprano
saxophone, bandoneon
Roland Auzet - drums, marimba, percussion
Pierre Jodlowski - live electronics & machines

Live at MC:2 Grenoble 
TRIO PAJ (PORTAL/AUZET/JODLOWSKI)

TRIO PAJ are three consummate contemporary artists who explore the spaces between improvised music, jazz and
electronic manipulation. This DVD captures Trio PAJ live in concert at the Grenoble Jazz Festival in 2010.

TRIO PAJ ARE: The legendary Michel Portal came to international fame as classical clarinettist and a champion of
contemporary music, later evolving to one of the father figures of the French modern jazz scene. He was the featured
soloist on Boulez’s Domaines and was a member of Stockhausen’s ensemble for Aus den Sieben Tagen. In the 1970s,
he created the long-lived Michel Portal Unit, an ensemble which combined European and American improvisers. In the
'80s and '90s, Portal’s collaborators included Pierre Favre, Dave Liebman, Martial Solal, and Jack DeJohnette. In the
early 2000s Portal explored a new musical turn when he enlisted the help of some of Prince’s musicians to develop a
rock-tinged project.

Roland Auzet has worked with great composers including Xenakis, Ferrari, and Boucourechliev. He is also a composer
and, since 2005, has been involved in musictheater productions in France.

Pierre Jodlowski is a composer, performer and multimedia artist. He works with images, interactive programming, and
staging.

This is the first DVD-video release in Mode’s alternative AVANT series. Region 0 (NTSC).

Track listing:
1. Ostinato (9:09)
2. Bass Mix (5:01)
3. Concret Mix (5:09)
4. Clar Bass Mix (6:10)
5. Wood Mix (5:07)
6. Solo Portal (6:35)
7. Accordéon Mix (6:09)
8. Bandonéon Mix (6:55)
9. Dub Mix (4:50)
10. Jazz Mix (5:52)
11. Tango Mix (7:09)
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Label: Contre Jour
File Under: World music / Morocco
Catalogue No: CJ029
Barcode: 5143820000290
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Driss El Maloumi - oud & vocals
Lahoucine Baquir / Said El Maloumi -
percussion & backing vocals

Makan
DRISS EL MALOUMI

Having travelled the world with Jordi Savall, 3MA (Ballaké Sissoko and Rajery), Paolo Fresu, Debashish Bhattacharya
and Montserrat Figueras and having lent his oud playing to Armand Amar and Laurent Voulzy, Driss El Maloumi has
returned home. In Agadir, at the crossroads of Arab, Amazigh, western and sub-Saharan cultures, he invites his oud to
distil the spices gleaned from a thousand travelled paths. Quietly, simply, in intimate dialogue with two percussionists, so
that his instrument can fully express his desire to revel in the contact with other essences, other colours. 

Track listing:
1. 	Imtidad 	5'24 	 
2. 	Moudaaba 	4'39 	 
3. 	Nassim 	3'51 	 
4. 	Safar 	12'00 	 
5. 	Douceur pour 2 "R" 	3'21 	 
6. 	Tawazoun 	4'02 	 
7. 	Imtinan 	2'19 	 
8. 	Awzan 	4'46 	 
9. 	Le Coin "D" 	4'00 	 
10. 	Khamsa 	6'53 	 
11. 	Ayour 	4'49 	 
12. 	Comme Une Joie 	2'19 	 
13. 	Intidar 	4'22



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Plus Loin
File Under: World music / D.R. Congo
Catalogue No: PL4559
Barcode: 3760002141350
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Gasandji
GASANDJI

When an African artist embarks on a mission to create a pan-African sound, the inner cynic will always view the move as
having more to do with commerce than creativity - that it's a simple attempt to open up potential international markets.
But while you suspect that the music of singer-songwriter Gasandji does have pan-African appeal, her creative intentions
are certainly admirable, aiming more to unite the continent's nations with her messages of peace and humanity. With a
name that translates as "the one who unveils the conscience", these universal messages are, appropriately enough,
delivered through music that's stylistically of no fixed address - lightly jazzy and eminently soulful songs yielded in a voice
that, in possible contrast to her striking looks, is sweetly persuasive. Being likened to Tracy Chapman and Rokia Traore
might be partially applicable, but ultimately these are lazy comparisons. For Gasandji is her own woman and she's got
plenty to say. (Nige Tassell, Womad)

This is her debut album.

"Gasandji is a lazy summer afternoon album if ever there was one; Gasandji herself is an African diva in the making." 
**** SONGLINES

Gasandji played WOMAD in 2011 and was broadcast on BBC Radio 3 World on 3 and Late Junction.

Track listing:
1. 	Libela 	06:01
2. 	Na Lingui Yo (remix) 	03:58
3. 	Ebalé 	03:51
4. 	Help Me 	03:44
5. 	Teléma 	03:20
6. 	Le Temps (Remix) 	03:33
7. 	Tout Court 	03:52
8. 	Lobiko 	03:51
9. 	Na Lingui Yo 	04:23
10. 	Maman Ne M’a Pas Dit 	02:53
11. 	Hypno Transe Susu 	03:59



RELEASE DATE
28TH OCTOBER 2013

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music / Italy
Catalogue No: 2742282/84
Barcode: 3149024228223
Price: Mid price
Format: 2 CD + DVD
Packaging: digipack
Gianmaria Testa – vocals, guitars
Giancarlo Bianchetti – guitars
Nicola Negrini – basses 
Philippe Garcia – drums, glockenspiel

Men At Work - Live
GIANMARIA TESTA

Great voices, the kind which get under your skin and never let you forget them, are not those which scale great technical
heights; they are those which, honed to the most accurate possible degree of human feeling, reveal the secret path they
travel from the very depths of the soul which produced them out into the wide world where they are received. Such is
Gianmaria Testa’s voice. In the way it is underpinned by a subtle mix of French chanson, jazz, Latino rhythms and hints
of rock music, it gives off a unique, disturbing scent, combining familiar and unheard-of elements which vie for our
attention.

The 23 tracks on this double album were recorded on a tour (2012/2013) during which the Quartet played at concert halls
in Germany, Austria and Luxembourg. The 13 track (76 mins) DVD was filmed in Turin in July 2013.
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Label: Radio France Ocora
File Under: World music / Cameroon
Catalogue No: C561110
Barcode: 3149028044423
Price: Upper mid price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Cameroon - Flutes of the Mandara Mountains

From the mountains of northern Cameroon, Ocora have produced another ethnomusicological gem. Recorded between
1994-1996 amoung the animist tribes of the area, flute music is the focus of this collection - an extraordinary variety of
flutes - but there are also fine vocal, harp, xylophone and drum tracks. As with many Ocora discs non-specialists will find
much to enjoy in these powerful, often beautiful recordings.
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Label: Institut du Monde Arabe
File Under: World music / Syria
Catalogue No: 321091
Barcode: 3149028014327
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Athar
KHALED ALJARAMANI

Khaled Aljaramani is a renowned oud player from the south of Syria. He has worked as professor of the oud at the
Conservatory of Music in Damascus and at the Institute of Music of Homs. As a member of the symphony orchestra of
Damascus he has played all over the Middle East. Aljaramani has also been regularly invited to play compositions of solo
oud, including at the Arab World Institute in Paris in 2011 which resulted in the studio recording of this album. Other
projects include the trio Bab Assalam with his brother Muhanned Aljaramani on percussion and the clarinetist Raphael
Vuillard, the duo Interzone with the guitarist Serge Tayssot-Gay, and alongside the composer and singer Abed Azrie. 
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Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music / Tibet
Catalogue No: SA141253
Barcode: 3700089412530
Price: Budget price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Meditation Music
Tibetan Singing Bowls Vol. 3
TSERING TOBGYAL

Tibetan singing bowls, noted for their therapeutic effects, produce very pure waves of sound and a rich blend of harmonic
overtones that induce a state of relaxation, whence their use use as as upport for meditation. Their sound soothes the
mind and inspires clarity and concentration.
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Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music / USA
Catalogue No: SA141254
Barcode: 3700089412547
Price: Budget price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Louisiana Acadian Zydeco
VILAINE MANIERE

Twelve compositions written and performed "in the old style" by a group of exemplary Cajun musicians led by accordeon
player Michel Lemare. The recording took place at the famous Savoy family studio in Eunice, Louisiana, in 2000,
produced by Joel Savoy.
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Label: Soulbeats
File Under: Reggae
Catalogue No: SBR043
Barcode: 3149028047325
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Free Birds
VANUPIÉ

Vanupié presents Free Birds, his brand new album on which he worked with lot of patience and passion with the same
energy and believe in a simple and real music. Flox is at the control, the UK nu reggae/electro scene’s genius produced
the album giving a reggae mixed with soul pop and sometimes even electro music. With his entrancing voice Vanupié is
crossing styles and times brilliantly honing his craft… As such he achieves another reggae music, an eclectic and free
reggae. That’s why Free Birds is aptly named as the praise of social cultural and musical freedom of which Vanupié has
set as a priority. Cliché are being to lessen and only the music really matter unifying music styles and rallying people
around the same ideal.

Well it’s a cocktail of colored and well arranged sonorities an intimate and sunny project that Vanupié is offering, a quest
for freedom love and sensibility through a music which built his life. Once again Vanupié plays for the others and for a
better world.
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Label: Soulbeats
File Under: Reggae
Catalogue No: SBR038
Barcode: 3149028001372
Price: Full price
Format: 2 LP

Here I Am (2LP)
GROUNDATION

THE LATEST TITLE IN SOULBEATS' ONGOING DOUBLE 180g VINYL REISSUE PROGRAMME OF ALL THINGS
GROUNDATION. 

Northern California's Groundation has many of the accoutrements of the typical reggae group, from its syncopated
rhythms to the horn charts, which hark back to ska, and including the lead vocals of lyricist/guitarist Harrison Stafford,
who has a nasal, reedy tenor reminiscent of Bob Marley at his more hoarse moments. Also, Stafford's words are full of
Jamaican patois with references to Biblical passages as filtered through references to Jah and Rasta. But there is lurking
within Groundation's music a different impetus that distinguishes it from standard-issue reggae. At the start of "Run the
Plan," the opening track on the group's sixth regular album, Here I Am, the musicians launch into what sounds like '70s
jazz-rock fusion, if not the middle section of some long song by Traffic. It is only after a while that this abruptly stops and
the band obediently lopes into a reggae beat behind Stafford's singing. But that element of jazzy improvisation, or jam
band playing, never disappears completely. At any given moment, a song may give way to extended group interaction as
the music stretches out and the musicians take off in unexpected directions. While that may keep them from being a
classic reggae ensemble, it also seems true to an outfit that does not hail from Jamaica, and it makes them different in a
field that can be doctrinaire. ALLMUSIC.COM

GROUNDATION ON 2LP VINYL:
SBR028 Young Tree
SBR030 Each One Teach One
SBR032 Hebron Gate
SBR034 We Free Again
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Label: Howe Records
File Under: Soundtracks
Catalogue No: HWR1011
Barcode: 899158002116
Price: Full price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Ed Wood 
(Original Soundtrack)
HOWARD SHORE

This 20th anniversary collector’s edition of Howard Shore’s score for Ed Wood has been remastered, repackaged and
includes 4 bonus tracks that were not included on the original release.

Ed Wood, the award-winning film by Tim Burton, is an homage to an innovative era of filmmaking when there were no
limits to imagination.  Shore composed, orchestrated and conducted the score inspired by Sci-fi and B-movies from the
1950’s. The work is wonderfully strange and punctuated with Afro-Cuban rhythms and strikingly poignant moments that
capture the highs and lows of the life, work and passion of Edward D. Wood Jr.

Performed by the London Philharmonic Orchestra, the score also highlights the great playing of the brilliant Russian
Thereminist Lydia Kavina (the grand-niece of the inventor Léon Theremin).

Track List:
1 Main Title / 2 Backlot / 3 Mr. Lugosi/Hypno Theme / 4 Beware / 5 Glen or Glenda / 6 Eddie, Help Me / 7 Elmogambo / 8
Bride Of The Monster / 9 I Have No Home / 10 Kuba Mambo / 11 Nautch Dance / 12 Angora / 13 Sanitarium / 14 Ed &
Kathy / 15 Elysium / 16 "Grave Robbers" Begins / 17 Lurk Him / 18 Ed Takes Control / 19 Eddie Takes A Bow / 20 This Is
The One / 21 Ed Wood (video)

Bonus Tracks
22 Brown Derby / 23 I’m the Director! / 24 Back to Work / 25 Elmogambo Jazz (piano version)
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